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Abstract 

It Is shown that In the energy spectrum of the particle Q. from reaction 
A + B -P Q. + C + 2) ·there may be some anomalies near 

the threshold of the reaction C-+ ~ .... E + F'. 
As an example, the spectrum of K-meson obtained_ from the reaction 

N +N- J\ +N'f I< Is analysed In the .region where the 
energy of the 1\ -N pairs Is near to the threshold of the process 

1\+fll.,.. '1: +N. The well known· formula for final 
states Interaction are derived In a simple way. The polarization vectors of 
the baryons In the final state are calculated when the Incident nucleons are 
polarized, · 

The energy anomalies In the spectrum of final state particle are also 
discussed for some other cases. 

In appendix the production of K-meson by n.-p collisions Is treated, 
The case of scalar K-meson Is also considered there. 

Introduction 

It is well known that in the· particle production processes interaction of two of the final particles 

may change appreciably the energy spectrum and the angular distribution of the third particle. In some 
cases the effect of the fin~l state interaction may be isolated from the primary production mechanism. It 
happens when the radius of the primary interaction is much smaller than the radius of interaction between 
the pair of particles in the final state. Furthermore, if the interaction between this pair of particles with 
other outgoing particles is weak, the final state interaction between this pair ·can be characterized by 
their two body scattering length. 

The theory of final state interaction has been applied to the,roduction of :Jt' -meson in N·N -
collision by Migdal/1/, Bruckner and Watson/2/ and Parynzeva/3 • llecently llenley/4/, Feldman and 

Matthews/51 applied this theory to analyse the reaction . 

They have shown that the interaction between Y -N pair may cause rather large change in the 
energy spectrum of K-meson. . 

Karplus and llodberg/6/ have generalized the theory of £inal state interaction to those cases where 
strong interaction in final states may lead to inelastic processes. 

In the present paper we shall show that near the production of threshold of the l; hyperon in 
the reaction 1\ Jr N - ':[ -+N there will be some energy anomalies in the energy spectrum of 
K-mesons which are produced together with 1\ •particles. They are new examples of those threshold 
anomalies which are intensively studi~~ in recent yearsf7/, · 

The form and the magnitude of the threshold anomalies, besides the cross section. of the new pro• ·. 
duction process, depend on the spin and the parity of the particle. Analysis with sufficient ac~uracy of 
these anomalies may help us to determine t~e properties of the procluced particles. 
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It is assumed that in the final state of the reaction ( 1 ) the transition matrix element is described 

only by triplet a~d singlet S -state of the V -iJ system. In the next scctiou the .kinl'matics · 

are analysed and the expression for the energy spectrum of the K-meson, the polarization vector of the 

A - particle and nucleon with polarized inc,ident particles are obtained. 

In the section 3 the general formulation of the theory of inelastic interaction in final states is 
given with the help of the unitarity. and analyticity properties of the S-matrix. 

In the section 4 the local threshold anomalies in the energy speCtrum of K-meson produced in the 

reaction N-+ rJ --? 1\ 1" N -+ K is studied near the· production threshold a"£ the , l: -hyperon (in the 
reaction 1\·t-1-l -" 'i. +.N ). 

In conclusion some similar processes are indicated and possible generalization of the present me
thod to these processes are discussed. 

2. ~Unematics.; Phenomenological Analysis. · 

It is convenient to int~oduce the Jacobi coordinates for the three particles system in final states 

-R= 
.... -+ . ~ 

M"' ~ +Mr "Zy + M" ~ 

M II 't My ""' M I( 

.., .... . . ..., -+ 

) 9 -= 2"'- Mil '4i "*" Mr2" 
M"-+ My 

.) 

... ... 
2.:::211-2t( ( 2) 

where MN , fv1 y. and J\11< are the masses of nucleon, hyperon and !<-meson respec-. ., ..... ..... . . . .... .... 
ttvely; 'ZH , 2 '( and 'Z~ are therr coordmates. ~•fomentums conjugate to R , ~ and 

i will be denoted· by P , p( and· 'i respec'ihely. Total energy £ in the center 
of mass system can be expres~ed in terms of these new variables ina simple form 

where 

q2- . E =- p'{'t 

!2. Wly 
4 - + MK + j\;ly -i\1:V ·'I . . . . . 

"r-

m"' =-
Mil M1 

;:;:;-.;Mr 

M" (Mu ~Mv) 
t'- :. Mac. <Tf\1"' T Mr 

( 3 ) 

-If 

( 4 ) 
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are the corresponding reduced mass respectively. 

where 
..... 
'I 

Phase volume in the final states has the form 

d! = ""v Pv dQPv q2 ol~d!4 

are the differential solid angle for the momentum d .il p'( and cAQ1 
"respectively. 

Consider for concreteness the reaction 

below the threshold for the reaction .,; 

p + p .... 2. o +f+ K +. 

( 5) 

and 

'( 6) 

( 7 ) 

Since the available kinetic energy in final state of reaction ( 6 ) is less than 80 MeV in ~enter of 

mass system, it is reasonable to assume that the final particles are produced in S-state. 

Let us express the element of S-matrix in the _form 

( 8) 

H K-meson is a pseudoscalar particle, (intrinsic parity of AK P opposite to PP the spin structure 

of the T •matrix has the form 

<APKI Tlpp>: A,..(~+~.-~) "'"B" \ (6"7-6-z,~) -ti([~~.t)-k)l + 

( 9) 

..., ..... 
where 5' is the Pauli matrix;· k. is an unit vector along the direction of the incident 

particle; A,. > B"' and CA. are scalat .functions of the total energy e and the 
relative momentum P,. of the A-N pair. Since in the initial state there are two identical 
particles, the transition matrix element T must be antisymmetrical with respect to the inter-

change of the two initial nucleons, which leads to the requirement B.-. = 0. 

Cross section for the reaction ( 6 ) with unpolarized incident beam has the form 
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do - G "' s '4 , ~.np.~Q~JT - :ur) "-(E"t_ 4M~J"' (~"'•Jkl [T(T.,._.- T)j Y., 

[ fAI\-+C_..\~-+ {A"-c,._{~-~- ~lc"(~ ( 10) 

where T::: q
2
(i,f-- is the kinetic energy of the K-meson with respect to the cente~; of, 

mass of the A-N system. 
...., 

If tlw proton in the initial state is polarized with polarhation vector @ , then the polarization 
vector . P,.. of the A -particle in the final state is equal to 

~ [!A-"-+C\1 +1A-J\-c~\,-r~\ C\:~.] = !t.[rA ... +c"l2 -fc.,I 2J (7<~) it""' 
~ 

-+ [\A,..- C"\~- \A,. "'C.-.\~ ~ • 
( l1) 

... ., 

The expression for the polarization vector of nucleon in final state can he obtained from ( 11 ) by 
changing the sign before C,... 

3. · Elastic Final State Interaction 

Consider the unitarily condition 

(A\'>~ I T-T~f Pt>>:: ~Jri 2 (J\{>1<. ITih) <~~IT+I PP) b'(!:t -E k) 

"' 
( 12) 

where \ \-\) is a possible intermediate state lying on the same energy hypersurface as the ini-
tial state. We shall adopt the assumptioq that the imaginary part of th.e . T -matrix is caused mainly 
by the strong interaction between 1\-P pair. In this case we mayneglect all other intermediate states 
except the state f\ PK and approximate the matrix element 

(t~PK lT\ A' .P'II:~ ~ (AP (TIA'P') < \<.(\4'> • 

This corresponds to the neglection of the interaction between K-mesons and the A -P pair. 

Matrix element (At> I i IA1
P ') in the low energy region has the form 

-t [1 "' ""' I · ~ ..., J (~~\\\A'P'>:: (&f.JiiLP,.MA) ~ (-3't6'1·o,,) .ol; + 4" (-t-6'1· 0.t) o(i ( 13) 
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where 

( 14) 

while and are the phase shifts of the singlet and triplet states respectively. 

IJased on all these assumptions and with the help of the time reversal invariance we get from ( 12 ) 

J"~ AA .. ~ ~A,..., .r~.cC.s ReA,..::.~~ fk A"· 
1 - ;r"" ce> Re r/..3 

( 15' ) 

~ear the threshold of production where P,. is very small 

A,.-:: (t~\~15~) R~A" ~. (1-Yla3 P") ~A,.. 

C,.. = ('\ -d~ ~i) ~C,.. ~ (1 + i. a .. P,.) R~ C,. • · ( 15" ) 

From ( 15' ) it is clear that function AI\ and . c" are approximately real quantities at 
'S -'1> 0 ,'i.e. in the absence of final state interaction. In the energy region considered here the mat-

rix element are functions of the total energy E"l\ and the total energyW of the A- f» system. 

If all the singularities of the amplitude are determined by physical processes, then A 1\ and 

C,.. as an analytic function of E and CO can be represented. in the form 

e i'O(w) ~~ b(w) 
~ (w) F""( e) 

( 16) 

I 

where ~ (w) is a entire function, which may be put equal to a constant for small energy. 

Therefore A,.. and cl\ will be approximated finally by the expressions 

where "~ 
S-state, while 

and 

A~ 

A. , cz'li). . <" ,.. :: A,. ~\-,0?. 

P"a.3 

C I) Qlb,S.:f\~1. /\::: c ..... 
PA. a.1 

a:~. are the triplet and singlet scattering length of the A-N 
and C ~ are approximately real functions of total energy 

system in 
E only. 
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Thus we see that the unitarity condition of the S-matrix and the analyticity properties of the reac
tion amplitude lead directly to the basic formula of the theory of final s.tate interaction (See e.g. /8/ ). 

With the help of ( 16 ) the cross section and the polarization vector of the 1\.. -particle can be 
written in the form 

d. a ( )'f e r , r:-\ ~ ( · ) ~/a. [ ( )] ''"' -o[ :: 11i '.£ \..'1 ... 1 ~"""f' T T~A+--T .,r 
T ~(E:l.-.C,k.c~z.) 

[2t· S\~ts~ [A~ I~ ... -4 s,·":b"~ \ c! \ J 
((',.a.?.)"" (pi\ o..)~ 

( 17) 

.. ~ [ s-i~'" 'fi; .,_ (A~\~ -+ .i . Si\\ ,_ L)1 (c._: \j :: 
(P,..t\?.) (!' ... C.1f 

=[si\\:t.~!> {A~\~+ 1 A:c: ~~)" c;,\"~~ec::s ca.-1~?.)] 
CP ... tt~>)'l. P..,1 a& a.s. 

-(iZP) ~-
( 18) 

- ~A:(~ 
CJ.\"'~ Cjs\"'1)3oc;f1 (~,-~5) -t 

~ .'~ 
p,. ~~ aJ. 

where P,.,'L::. ~~A (T..,4.lt-T) • Changing the sign before in ( 18) we get the 

polarization vector of the recoiled proton. Expressions ( 17) and ( 18) may be regarded as a generali

zation of the results given by Henley, in which tl1e spin d.ependence of the matrix element is neglected. 

~ 

. From ( 17) and ( 18) it is clear that the study of the energy spectrum of K-meson and expecially 
the polarization of the 1\ -particle and the recoiled nucleon near the threshold is very useful for the 
determination of the scattering length of · ;\- P system. 

4. Inelastic Interaction Threshold Anomalies. 

When the energy is sufficient for the production of a I: 
of the K-meson and other characteristics in 1\ p k 
some changes. 

-hyperon, 
chanals 

the energy spectrum 
are expected to have 

In this case it is necessary to consuter the state£ rtJ K as one of the important intermediate 

state. In the following we shall consider onlv interaction in S-state. 



As in the previous section we shall make the assumption 

( 19) 

where the -indices A and £. denote quantities in corresponding chanals. e.g. · 

.P'L .::. [~ ht£. (e•-TJ] '1~ , E 1 = £- h'\t 1-m". (. 20 > 
Assuming that there are no.bound state or resonance state in p -~ system in t~e low energ} 

.region, then the energy dependence of J33 .,; and f.>~ have the form 

(J. - 0 I> 'lz. 
j"''3 - b~ rr 

·, 
( 21 ) 

Jn the case when the parity of the " and the r hyperon are the same. 

As a result of the opening of Z -chanal there appears additional terms proportional to Pr. 
in the matrix element for t\ -P sca.ttering 

where 

1:-+A 
O:~.J is the total cross secti~n for the reaction l:. + N ~ 1\ T"' 

Taking into consideration both effects results from the opening of the , I. 
from ( 8), ( 19 )-( 23) 

• I 
J'W\ AI\ = (_ :r"" A")" 1- ~A p£ 

r .... c"' :: ( :r'"". G. )0 "'" c~ ri. 
where 

A~ == f~~b?J· A~ {;_ 6' ~_."(I'~ =o) + 

( 22) 

( 23) 

in the state j. 
chanal, we get 

( 24) 

( 25). 
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Relations ( 24 } are valid when the kinetic energy of the K-meson T is less thah E1 
. In the 

case T '> E' it is impossible to create a real I -hyperon and we must put Pr _, i ~Z: 

where 

k'1 :::;. ~ ~~2(T-E') , ) T> E' 

Therefore the term linearly depending on 

tude. 
kl. will now appear in the real part of the reaction ampli-

The existence of term, which is linearly dependent on 

·Will lead to infinite e~ergy derivative in ~he spectrum of 
1::>-z. (T< E.') and \<'1 (T > E') J 

k -meson and the energy dependence of 
the polarization of the A particles (and nucleon ). 

The magnitude of these ~nomalies is given by ( 24 ) and ( 25 }. Their form is dependent on the 
relative sign of AC:. 1 A 0'1 , ~ \,'\ ' and li ~.:t. . All four kinds of anomalies that have been studied 
in literature for a binary reaction can also take place in the present case. 

All formula in section. ·2, 3 and 4 are given for the case of p -p collision. It is not difficult to 

generalize it to the case of n-:-p collision. This is done in the appendix. The case of scalar 

K-meson is also treated there. 

The results obtained in the present section 'is restricted to interaction in S-state. The relative great 

mass difference between I. and A hyperon makes it difficult to give a complete analysis 
. of the inelastic interaction in final state, but the basic results and the reason about the existence of ener

gy anomalies in the spectrum of K-meson will not be changed in a more detailed analysis of the problem. 

It has been shown before /9/ , that the direct an~lytic continuation PI - i ll.i: is impossible 
when there are resonance near the threshold. In this case it is more convenient to use the method of dis-
persion relation. Since the analytic property of the reaction amplitude as a function of w is not 
yet clear, we shall not try such· an analysis. However, ~en if a resonance exists near the threshold, it is , 
still reasonable to expect the appearance of the energy anomalies in the spectrum of K-meson. 

If ~ and 
r.l 
2. 

A hyperon have different parities, the first term in the expansion will 

be proportional to and only the second energy derivative will turn out to infinity. 

Thus, the study of the threshold anomalies in the energy spectrum of 

curacy will be useful for the determination of the relative parity of 2 
particles. 

K-meson with su££icient ac-

and A 
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5. D 1 s c u s s i o n 

Therefore endothermic inelastic process C + -~ ~ E -+ F in the final 

state of the reaction A "\" S ..-a .. c +<;tl will lead by means of the analiticity and unitarity 
conditions of the S-matrix to the appearance of the energy anomalies in the spectra ofparticle a. 

Experimental search of these anomalies requires, of course, good accuracy and high energy resolving 
power. However, the discovery of such anomalies will give very useful information about the interaction 
between unstable particles, their spins and parities. 

It is interesting to note some other similar processes, which may have such energy anomalies in the 
spectra of final state particles. 

In the spectra of -meson from the reaction 

( 26) 

near the threshold of 

( 27} 

there may have energy anomalies, whose magnitude and form are connected through th~ ~lllplitude ofreac-
tion ( 27 ) with the k- - p scattering amplitude in low energy region. . 

In the spectra of proton from the process of prod~ction of .J( meson by K-meson' 

( 28} 

the energy anomalies may appear at the threshold of 

-k -+ J\0 _,. 1<: 0 .... Ji- ( 29} 

if such a reaction is allowed. 

The Lagrangian for .Ji-K. interaction has. the form 

. . "' '") L itd~· = ~ ( ~ ~ · ~ ~) ( tf e ''fe 

in which terms with derivatives are not considered. This Lagrangian is invariant under the rotation o£ the 
isotopic spin of each particle separately, which forbids the charge exchange reaction · ( 29·). 

The above selection rule is dediced under rather restrictive conditions. Therefore discover of the 
anomalie in proton spectra will be very interesting for our understandi~g of the symmetry properties of the 
J'i- I< interaction. 
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In reactions with two .r:' ·mesons in final state 

~ .f P _,. p +JiO 1-50 

~-~p .... h -+~+JiO 
{ 30) 

it is interesting to note that the energy spectra of nucleon may have similar anomalies near the threshold 
of the reaction 

J\0 ... .JiO .... Ji' --+ J\ ... 
{ 31 ) 

where the relative energy of the Ji'O -meson is greater than 9 MeV. 

The threshold anomalies may lead to noticible effects in low energy Ji'-Ji' scattering. 

Existence of the threshold for the reaction ( 31 ) may lead to energy anomalies in the spectra of 
the charged 31 -meson in the decay of 't' meson. 

4- + ... -z: - ~ Ji - -t-.J\C7 .... Ji""' 

Similarly in the spectra of nucleon from the reaction 

~ +p ... p -t-k-~k+ 
Ji-..,p~Yl-+IC-t-\<+ 

near the threshold of the reaction 

\(~-+i:_'i' ~ K."_.,.J<O 

( 32) 

( 33) 

there. may have anomalies; which are connected with K -IC. interaction. Furthermore in the final state 
of ( 33 ) the Coul.omb interaction is absent, which may smooth out the anomalies. (see /10/ ). 

In the spectra of proton in reaction 
f~ 

f'-+ p ~ p -+ p -+JID near the threshold 

1i'0 -+_ p _. n ""n+ 

and in the spectra of a;+ -meson in reaction 

P+P .... n.,.p -+Ji+ 

near the threshold 

~ +p _., Q -t JiO 
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it i!l also possible to notice the energy anomalies*. 

AP.PENDIX 

A. Production of K-meson in n-p . collisions 

I~ n-p collisions there are two channels for the production of 1\ -particle 

( Al) 

( A2) 

' 'ill? 

Let us denote the reaction amplitudes in triplet and singlet isotopic spin state by 1;_ and To 
respectively. Reaction ( Al ) is then described by, amplitude I (T£. + T

0
) , while reaction ( A2 ) · 

by t (Tt- To) . The spin dependence of the .isotriplet amplitude 1:_ is gi~en by 
( 9) with 8.\ ::: 0 , while at the same time 

Under the same assumptions we can calculate the final state interaction for BJ\ 
. &c:i 3. 

B .... :::· s: e s;..,'b~ (A4) 
(>" 0-~ 

where is a function of the total energy e . 
~- I 

The cross section for the production and the polarization of the 1\ particle have the form 

dtS = (.ur)'f 1 (~-'tMiJ'12. * C4.rr).2. (.2m"f") 31
.1. [T (Trnu-TJ] '4 Jr 

(AS) 

and 

* The scattering length for low energy Ji"-p scattering Is In general different from that obtained ·by 
Isotopic Invariant theory. This Is due to the existence of energy anomalies near the threshold of JjO of p ~ 
~ ~-to J\-+ which destroy the lsotoplo spin hivarlance. 

An estimation of this etreoi with the help of dispersion relation leads to ~% correction. 
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PA (, AA +CA ±BAt~ "'" ( AA -CA -::;:- s"r" ... ~ f C!A +8Af'] 

= ~rfAA-t-C!A ::t&"\1.-\CA =i'B"J:l (it~)";l 
_.., 

+ [ { Ao\ -c~ + &.,.\2.- { AA ... c" :!: a"\t.] 'J .. 
( A6) 

The plus sign before SA holds for the reaction ( Al ), while minus sign for ( A2 ), From ( AS) and 
( A6 ) it is easy to find the relations 

~ (h.f ... /\PK0) ·::: J. 6" (Mp ~ A•uc.+) ( A7) 

and ...., -t 

F!. (t\p.., J\p"•) .:::: f!. (hp -t "" k. +·' (AS) 

_, .., 

if '9 u I< • 

These relations are obtained under the assumption that only S-wave is important in final state. They may 
be used as an experimental test. for the stated assumption. 

B. Production of scalar· K-meson in N-N collisions 

f~ 

In this case we have 

(All~ ( TcfNN) = At; ( Bl) 
- ..., _, 

<AN K r To ( N/1/) = BA c~1· 6'~) 

where 

A A 
o ~ i1i'a , c-

1\ lll. A Sa~ Oa 

p,. 0.£, 
) 

o iS,. 
B" • 8" e s:"'b~ 

P"Ql 
( B2) 
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II we introduce the quantity 

then for the these reactions we have 

_, 
R (pp _, J\ PK) .:: rg 

and 

•; @61>e,lllmeHHhll\ 1-tRCHITy'i!: l 
L!JlCf.'JHldlt !kCJit:.·Jl.OBlllmfl 

. 6H6.JHitWt::KA .! 

( D3) 

( 34) 

( 35) 

( B6) 
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